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2024 Keystone Rv Passport Mini 190RD $27
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Description 2024 Keystone RV Passport Mini 190RD, $27,146 *MSRP is subject to change by
manufacturer Keystone RV Passport Mini travel trailer 190RD highlights: U-
Shaped Dinette Full Bathroom 11' Awning Pass-Through Storage ? Pack your
bags and hitch up this travel trailer for a fun weekend excursion! You can get a
good night's sleep on the front queen bed with a wardrobe at the foot of the bed,
and overhead cabinets above it for your items.?You can also transform the U-
shaped dinette with counter next to it into an extra sleeping space when you aren't
using it to enjoy a meal prepared with the high output two burner cooktop and 9.8
cu. ft. double door refrigerator . Everyone can freshen up in the full bathroom with
the shower tub which has a skylight above for added natural lighting. Relax
underneath the 11' awning and store all of your gear in the front exterior pass-
through storage area! ? Comfort is found all throughout each one of these
Keystone RV Passport Mini travel trailers!?They are built with a one-piece
polypropylene underbelly to protect your unit's vitals, and a seamless, laminated
and gel-coated filon exterior that is sure to turn heads at the campsite. A fully
walkable roof makes it easy to access when needed, and the Dexter E-Z lube
axles with four-wheel electric brakes help you to stop on a dime. With four 3,000
lb. 24" stabilizer jacks , you can be sure your unit will stay in place one set up. The
residential durable Beauflor vinyl flooring throughout and the seamless kitchen
countertops will be easy to clean. Stay cool on a hot summer day with the 13,500
BTU A/C and warm on a chilly evening with the 20,000 BTU furnace. Come find
the one that best fits your needs today!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21152359
VIN Number: 35020-21152359
Condition: New
Length: 22

Item address , Seffner, Florida, United States
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